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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

This report gives results of research performed for the Waterways
Experiment Station (WES), Environmental Laboratory, concerning the topic of
cm and mmW absorber materials which are appropriate for use on fixed
installation facilities. Specific interests were structures which might be
found on a NATO airbase. This study stressed absorber materials which
could be purchased from three major suppliers: Advanced Absorber Products,
Plessey Microwave, and Emerson & Cuming. Relevant information on contacts
at each firm can be found in Appendix I. Additional effort was made to
consider materials which were then under development and might be available
in a 2-3 year time frame. These included improved net materials, flexible
mmW absorbers, and weather resistant "mats". Since infrared detection was
also a major concern, the materials which were considered might be modified
to incorporate reduced emissivity surfaces without adversely affecting
their radar suppression capability. No commercially available paint,
multilayer, or graded density absorber materials which also include

IR

suppression capability were found in this study. Radar scattering nets
have been shown to reduce

IR detection [ 1], but their radar suppression

results mainly from "diffuse scattering" and not power absorption.
Sample absorber materials and measured data were requested from each
of the above suppliers.

Data were obtained from all three and sample

materials were supplied by Plessey and Emerson & Cuming.

Due to the

possible sensitivity of the measured data to be presented in this report
(both corporate and Department: of Defense), the data are presented in
"coded" form. The key to this code will be supplied separately to Mr. John
Curtis of WES. A separate research report, concerning facility
detectability, will be supplied to Mr. Curtis by Dr. Barry Cown of Georgia
Tech Research Institute. The majority of the data presented are
measurements made at Georgia Tech and represent data never before
published.
This report is divided into five sections.
introduction.

Section I is the

Section II is a brief technical review of absorption

techniques and methods of measurements.
1

Section III discusses the

measured data taken at Georgia Tech, suggests structural modifications to
reduce return, discusses IR suppression capability and presents the figure
of merit analysis. Section IV reviews the results and suggests further
topics which should be addressed. Section V lists relevant references.

2

SECTION II
REVIEW OF SIGNATURE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES

A.

Introduction
This section presents a background review necessary to understanding

the physics of radar signature suppression via specular absorbing/diffuse
scattering materials.

A short section is also included to discuss the

performance of low emissivity surfaces in IR signature suppression.

A

similar analysis to that presented here has been previously been published
in various reports and papers [2-7].

B.

Radar Signature Suppression
B.1. Radar Detection
In order to illustrate the effect of radar cross section (or

"signature" in this report), a short discussion of target detection is
presented to illustrate a simple model of target detectability in clutter.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the situation of interest. A target or group of
targets is located in an area, AL, surrounded by clutter (trees, roads).
The power, C, returned by the background clutter in the illuminated area AL
is given by

c Pt

GA 0

(2.1)

(4 7 ) 2R4

where
Pt is transmitter power,

G is antenna gain,
Ae is antenna effective aperture,
R is range, and
a c is clutter cross section which is equal to
a c

Go AL

Go Reg (cT/2)secei

and
3

4,

Figure 2.1. Clutter area viewed from low grazing angle by an antenna.

ell is antenna beamwidth,

e i is the antenna elevation angle,
c is the velocity of light,
Go

is the clutter cross section per unit area equal to the
clutter power reflection coefficient,

AL is the radiated area, and
T

is the effective pulsewidth of the radar.

The returned power from a target with average cross section Q t in the same
area is

S

PtGAelgt

(2.2)

(47) 2 R4

Combining these equations yields the signal-to-clutter ratio

S/C =

(2.3)

-Q t/QC.
0 0 0B(C 112)SeC e
i

In actual detection schemes S/C must often be >20

to assure target

detection (90% detection probability, 10 -6 false alarm rate).

Thus, to

achieve a minimum probability of detection,O t should be as close to G o as
possible. This is feasible if the reflection coefficient of the camouflage
is designed for a given terrain and its transmission coefficient damps the
target radar return.
Excellent summaries of the monostatic returned power from various
terrains can be found in References 8-12. Of particular interest is
Reference 9. This monograph describes the return from different terrains
by a parameter y defined by

y = o /sin() =
o

(2.4)

A sine
/ L
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where

a

is the average terrain cross-section,

AL is the illuminated area,
6 is the depression angle from antenna to ground, and

a o is the clutter cross-section per unit area.
These parameters are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

A more comprehensive

expression for the monostatic returned power, P r , from the terrain is
calculated from

Pr

Y (tan (e) If(e,014 P
o A 2 64(cT/2) G 2

(2.5)

(47fR) 3

where

e

is the depression angle,

P o is the incident power,
A is the wavelength,

G is the antenna gain,

f(em

is the normalized antenna voltage pattern,

T is the effective pulsewidth,

Aci) is the effective azimuth beamwidth, and
c is the velocity of light.

Measured values of the paramF7r

are furnished In Reference 9 for X ,
-

Ku-, and Ka-bands along with extrapolation guidelines to obtain
frequencies.

y

at higher

Additional data on return from terrains are found in

References 8 - 12.

Utilization

of the data is necessary in evaluating a

camouflage for different terrains. A simple illustrative example follows.
It is assumed that the radar antenna is viewing the target from
various ranges, R, and consideration is given to SAR radars with
approximately 4 0 beamwidths and 0.4 Ps pulsewidths. Due to the sensitivity
of precise design information on

SAR radars,

only an estimate of the

radar's improvement factor is made. SAR radars of 4° beamwidths may show a

6

interclutter improvement factor of 20-30 dB. The interclutter improvement
factor of the radar arises from the technique used in processing the
returned signal.
Figure 2.2 indicates a simple means of estimating detection by radar.
This figure shows cross section in dBSM for clutter vs. target returns at
various improvement factors and radar reductions as a function of the
logarithm of range and the radar specifications mentioned previously. Also
indicated is the effective clutter return after SAR improvement factors are
incorporated. Target returns as high as 60 dBSM appear to be reasonable
estimates of a fixed installation maximum cross section. In order to
evaluate the decrease in delectability as a function of range for a given
camouflage, one must determine that range at which the target crosssection, Tc , minus the camouflage attenuation factor, A c is equal to the
clutter return, C, minus the subclutter improvement factor, SIF, plus the
signal-to-noise ratio needed for detection, S o /No , i.e., when

Tc - Ac = C - SIF + S o /No ,

(2.6)

where all parameters are expressed in dB or dBSM. When Equation (2.6) is
satisfied, the target is first detected. The clutter cross section is
calculated from Equation (2.1) with typical G o : -20 dB.
As an example, let us consider the performance of a net device against
a threat radar. Laboratory and field data indicate reductions in average
cross section reductions of ].0-20 dB are possible. The data are quoted
from flat plate normal incidence data in the 5-18 GHz range and field
measurements at 35 GHz.

Thus, the average return of the camouflage covered

target, Tc -Ac -S o /No , lies between 20-30 dBSM. This line crosses the target
threshold curves for a 20 dB enhancement in the range 10-80 kilometers.
The radar is assumed to have a pulse rate of 2.5 x 10 6 /sec and G o is
assumed to be -20 dB.

B.2. Measurement Techniques
The performance of

a

radar signature suppression technique is

characterized by the reduction in reflected power due to the application of
the material. This unitless figure of merit, Radar Cross Section Reduction
7
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Figure 2.2. Fixed - installation detection cal: ulation.
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That is, the RCSR performance is

(RCSR), is normally expressed in dB.
given by Equation (2.7)

RCSR = 10 LOG (S s /Sb)

where

(2.7)

P

S s is the suppressed target cross section, and
Sb is the target cross section without suppression.

When evaluating the performance of a new material, a specular (i.e.,
directive) scattering target such as a flat metal surface (whose physical
dimensions are much larger than the electromagnetic wavelength at which
testing occurs) is used as the calibration target. The scattering
characteristics of this target are well known and the RCSR of the plate
after adding an absorber or diffuse scatterer such as a net is equivalent
to the power reflectivity reduction of the absorber coated surface and
plate composite.
For the flat plate targets used in these tests, the power, P r ,
returned to the receiving antenna is proportional to the area and
wavelength as
Pr _
P
t

GG 2 A 2
3 4
(4m) R
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0

=

47 () 2
A

,

and

(2.8)

P r __

P
where

t

3 4
(4r) R

R(6) is the power reflection coefficient, at angle 6,
A is the target area, and
A is the free space wavelength.

The laboratory measurements performed during the present effort were made
using a cw transmitter and thus the plate and camouflage are detected as a
single target. This is distinct from most field radars which are pulsed
and may discriminate the camouflage from metallic surface. To perform this
task, however, radar pulse widths must be on the order of 1 nanosecond
(i.e., range resolution of 1 foot).
The materials measured during this research were all flat sheet
materials suitable for placement on a flat metal calibration target. The
measurement configuration (illustrated in Figure 2.3) used separate
9
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Figure 2.3. RCSR measurement configuration.

transmitting and receiving antennas. The antennas were separated at a 15
degree angle for the millimeter measurements and approximately 3 degrees
for measurements below 18 GHz. Block diagrams of the Georgia Tech
facilities used during this research are illustrated in Figures 2.4-2.6. A
measurement sequence consisted of a calibration measurement of the power
reflected by a 6- or 12-inch square aluminum plate followed by a second
measurement with the absorber placed on the plate surface. In some cases,
separate data were taken with the absorber placed on a transparent
styrofoam support. The latter data furnishes information on the intrinsic
microwave impedance of the absorber.
A preferred technique for characterizing the frequency versus
absorption characteristics of a homogeneous film (such as a paint) is to
determine its constituent parameters (complex permittivity and
permeability) as a function of frequency. A technique for determining
these parameters is described in the reprints of published papers found in
Appendix II. During this research,

no material was evaluated using this

technique; however, if paint coatings are used during future efforts,
determination of their constituent parameters is recommended.

C.

Thermal Signature Reductions
C.1. IR Target Detectability
To detect the passive thermal signature of a ground target, the

power radiated by the target must be different from that radiated by the
ground clutter. However, since the standard deviation of the clutter
background radiant temperature varies by an order of magnitude, depending
on seasonal changes and geographic locations, the detectability of the
target even without thermal suppression can vary significantly. State-ofthe-art infrared imagers can detect temperature differences less than .1°C,
and therefore imagers with sufficient magnifications to optically resolve
the target shape can give a definite identification when the target
temperature is very near background. At sufficiently long ranges, a target
is not resolved and thus only a small number of pixels on the imager screen
are affected. At these surveillance ranges, detection and/or
identification depends upon geometric patterns of targets or target motion.

11

Figure 2.4. Measurement configuration used for 5-18 GHz.
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Figure 2.5. Measurement configuration used for 2-18 GHz.
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Figure 2.6. Millimeter wave equipment available for mmW measurements.

Statistically relevant: detection by imagers requires the power
radiated by the target to be greater than a unit standard deviation from
the background power return. The power radiated into the solid angle
corresponding to an imager pixel is a function of the target area projected
in the imager direction and the target temperature distribution. A
reasonable approach for calculations and thus a guide for suppression
designs, is to break the target up into a multifaceted flat plate model,
reasonable at near—optical frequencies, with assigned temperatures for each
facet. Each facet is then assumed to be a uniform grey—body radiator. The
power seen by the imager is proportional to a sum over the total exposed
surface area, i.e.,

P a
where

1

(2.9) .

ci(A,Ti)f(A,Ti) ai

ai is the projected area of the ith facet in
the detector direction,

ci(A,T) is the emissivity of ith facet,
Ti is the temperature of the ith facet,
f(A,Ti) is the Planck Distribution, and
is the wavelength.

If the target area exactly corresponded with the pixel size of the monitor,
Equation (2.9) defines the relative power detected. The area contained in
one pixel, A p , is given to lowest order by
A .., (RL6) 2
where

(2.10)

R is slant range, and

Le is imager angular resolution.
However, if clutter is also contained in a pixel area, the power received
in the pixel, P, is an average of the power from clutter, P c , weighted by
projected clutter emitting area, Ac , and radiated target power, PT,
weighted by projected target area, AT, i.e.,
.13 = (RL6) -2 (Ac Pc + ATPT)

,

where the pixel area Ap equals the clutter plus target areas.
15

(2.11)

Detection is achieved when the power radiated into one pixel area
causes a voltage threshold in the imager to be exceeded. This threshold
can be set by the operator of the imager. An additional consideration in
detection is the spectral region over which detection is performed.
Atmospheric attenuation due to H20 limits transmission to the 3-5 Pm and 814 p m wavelength bands and even these bands have narrow absorption lines,
e.g., CO2 at 4.2 Pm. The 3-5 Pm band is more susceptible to fog
attenuation and, in addition, most targets near 300 0K radiate the majority
of power in the 8-14 pm band. These facts apparently imply that detection
of ground targets would best be performed in the longer wavelengths.
However, new developments in semiconductor technology have significantly
improved 3-5 pm sensor signal-to-noise characteristics and thus room
temperature imagers at 3-5 Pm cannot be overlooked. A dual color system
(3-5pm and 8-14pm)is attractive since it is difficult to make active

countermeasures exhibiting appropriate broadband response, however, the
cost and complexity makes its use questionable in near-future seekers for
smart missiles.
The variation of power, AP,

is the power variation detected between

two neighboring pixels of an IR imager. Though an exact calculation of
radiated power in any frequency range requires application of Plank's
black-body law, in the 8-12pm region the "Stefan-Boltzman" Law, where P =
cT4 , is an excellent approximation. With this approximation, a simple
parametric model for the effect of suppression on detection can be
calculated and expressed as
AP = (L2 /R2 ) 1 c T.T.1; - C Jell + (E T-e c )Tisi 1
= (L 2 /R2 ) 1(E T-c c )11 + 41.,1A TE c + (e ,r-c )Ts 1 ,
AP is the power variation,

where

L is the target dimension,
R is the slant range,
CT is the target emissivity,
C c is the clutter/background emissivity,

AT = TT-T c , where LT/TT < 1, and
T
4

T'

T , T s are the target, clutter and sky temperature.
c
16

(2.12)

It is assumed that the target size is equal to one pixel size. For most
cases, TT >>Ts and the equation reduces to
4
3
)TT + 4 c TT LT .
T c
c

6P

(2.13)

Equation (2.13) can be solved in the lowest order for the target
emissivity required to "eliminate signature", i.e., for 6P

c ic
T

C

IE 1

0

(2.14)

- 4 /T
T.

This simple model has been extended to include camouflage net covered
targets (heated or ambient temperature tracking). The models include
consideration of target projected area at

an

arbitrary viewing angle,

atmospheric absorption; allow variation in the percentage of target area
covered by the nets; and also include emissivity variation of target net
and background. A complete discussion of this model will

be given in the

final report for Belvoir R&D Command on Contract DAAK-70-83-C-0032.
This concludes a discussion of relevant technical background.
next section presents measured RCSR data.
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SECTION III
MEASURED DATA AND FIGURE OF MERITS

A.

Introduction
This third section presents cm/mmW data measured on various absorbing

materials which were supplied to Georgia Tech Research Institute. The
measured data is in a coded form where absolute reduction in power
reflectivity is indicated in multiples of a unitless constant "Alpha".
Frequency information is given in units of "Beta". The figure of merit
data is listed in a table at the end of the chapter for those materials
measured at Georgia Tech. Data provided by suppliers is supplied in
separate cover; however, since Georgia Tech has one of the few facilities
equipped to obtain cm, mmW, and IR signature suppression data, most
supplier-provided data cover only the range of 1 to 20 GHz. Supplier data
are available in open literature and are therefore not coded. All cost
information is based upon information obtained in telephone conversations
made between 1 November 1983 and 1 January 1984 for quantities in excess of
500 sq. ft.. Precise pricing information must be requested at time of
purchase.
As the following section will show, those materials designated BP ENA
had the largest figure of merit for those weatherable materials measured at
Georgia Tech. Materials with similar or higher figures of merit were the
carbon-loaded "horsehair" type absorbers made by all three suppliers, but
these absorbers rapidly degraded in simulated adverse weather conditions.

B.

Measured Data
Specular monostatic power reflectivity reductions were measured using

equipment described in Section II. Computer-controlled receivers and
locked sources were used in performing the 2-18 GHz and Ka-band (26-40 GHz)
measurements.

Fixed frequency IMPATT diode sources were used at

frequencies of 80-110 GHz.

MMW reflectivity data are shown for six

material samples supplied by producers and, in addition, selected
reflectivity data are reproduced for net materials and flexible mmW
absorbers produced by Georgia Tech for Natick Laboratories. Details of
these reproduced data can be found in References 2-6. Reflectivity data

19

for five supplier-provided materials are shown in Figures 3.1-3.6; figure
of merit data and price information, in Table 3.1. These materials were
recommended as those most likely to be selected for fixed-structure and
broad-bandwidth applications.
Based upon the FMB data, it would appear that the BP ENA material is
most attractive; however, for use in clear, dry conditions low-density
graphite "horsehair" is best. Cost for using the BP ENA material to
entirely cover the end caps of a hanger (30 ft. radius, approximately 5,600
sq. ft.) is $112,000 based on a quoted cost of $20/sq. ft. It should be
noted that quantity price breaks could reduce this number to near $60,000.
The weatherability of this material was estimated by immersing it in water
and retesting. No reduction in performance was observed. Use of the
horsehair and accepting

the weatherability problems would cost

approximately $17,000.

C.

IR Signature Suppression of Supplier Materials
None of the materials obtained from suppliers was advertised as having

IR signature suppression capability. This is to be expected since the
combination of IR-Radar suppression techniques is a major area of research
at the present time. Therefore, the question of whether any of the
materials tested or advertised by the suppliers can be modified should be
addressed during later research. Limited Georgia Tech testing of all of
the supplier materials indicated that significant solar loading would
occur; however, due to their low density the materials are expected to cool
rapidly.
D.

Camouflage Net Performance
The cm and mmW specular RCS reduction capability has been published in

Reference 2, while the IR suppression capability has been published in
Reference 1. Rather than reproduce this data, research efforts emphasized
obtaining data on supplied absorber materials. However, Figure 3.7 is
reprinted from Reference 2 to illustrate the expected performance.
Reductions in specular radar reflectivity near 20 dB can be obtained in the
cm spectral region and reductions of 15 dB in the mmW region are obtainable
with present-day camouflage materials.
20
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Figure 3.1. RCSR for BE SLJR material shown at various frequency regions.
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Figure 3.3. RCSR for BE ANP-XP-74 material shown at various frequency regions.
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RCSR for BE HJA material shown at various frequency regions.
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figure 3.5. RCSR for BP ENA material shown at various frequency regions.
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)
ORIGINAL ABSORBER CANDIDATES*

Supplier

AA

Figure of
Merit
(FMB)

Type

Product

Cost
$/Sq.Ft.

Weather
Resistance

Peak
Absorption

Typical
10 dB
Bandwidth
(GHz)

27

Jaumann
Multilayer
(foam hasp)

ML

15

Minimal

20

20

22.5

Salisbury

SS

12

Minimal

27

5-10

400

"Horsehair"
(low density
foam)

H

2

Poor

20

40

Jaumann
(Honeycomb)

MC

150

Good

17

20

50

Good

30

5

2.3

3

Tuned
SF/UF/EF
(Magnetic
PF
Dielectric)

*Available Supplier Data

Table continued on next page

TABLE 3.1 (continued)
ORIGINAL ABSORBER CANDIDATES*

Supplier

BP

rs.)

Approx.
Figure of
Merit
(FMB)

Type

Product

Cost
$/Sq.Ft.

Weather
Resistance

Peak
Absorption

Typical
10 dB
Bandwidth
(GHz)

3.5

Tuned
Magnetic
Dielectric
Flexible

M-S

55.0

Good-Excellent

27

6-10

7.5

Magnetic

HP-S

55-65

Good-Excellent

15

30

4.6

Jaumann
Multilayer
(Silicone
Base)

DBA

140

Good-Excellent

25

26

32

Graphite
Foam

LA

25

Poor

20

40

67.5

Graphite
Loaded
Scrim

ENA

20

Good

15

90

*Available Supplier Data

Table continued on next page

TABLE 3.1 (continued)
ORIGINAL ABSORBER CANDIDATES*

Supplier

BE

Figure of
Merit
(FMB)

Peak
Absorption

Typical
10 dB
Bandwidth
(GHz)

Type

Product

Jaumann
Honeycomb

HJA.75

50-100

Good

25

20

Salisbury RSA

10

Good

25

5-10

4.0

Jaumann
Flexible

50-100

Good

30

15

5.0

Magnetic
SFR
Dielectric
Tune

50.00

Good

25

10

6.7

18.7
n)
1/40

Weather
Resistance

Cost
$/Sq.Ft.

*Available Supplier Data
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Figure 3.7. Previously measured multiple-layer nets on flat plate targets.
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E.

Flexible Fabric Absorber and Mats
Significant research will be completed in January of this year on

flexible fabric absorbers and weather-resistant radar-absorbing carpets or
"mats". The flexible absorber was developed for Natick Laboratories under
Contract DAAK60-83-C-0091 and involved construction of flexible mmW
absorbing cloth. The textile structure also includes a low emissivity
outer surface to reduce IR detectability. Figure 3.8 is reprinted here to
show performance of the Georgia Tech material in various frequency regions.
Estimated cost of producing this material is approximately $20/sq.yd or
$2.2/sq.ft.
Radar absorbing mats or carpets utilize the technology of graded
microwave impedance materials to achieve reduced reflection. The graded
impedance is achieved by multiple partial immersion of polyethelyene carpet
in a paint bath containing graphite particles. Very broadband absorption
in excess of 15 dB has been achieved to date. Details of this work will be
made available in a final report due 15 April 1985.
To conclude this discussion of flexible absorber performance, data
(Figure 3.9) are presented on three carbonyle iron-Ferrite-silicon rubber
absorber mats. This figure illustrates the resonant behavior
characteristic of these materials. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b are for the same
material; however, the thickness, t, in 3.9b was about 60% of its original
value in 3.9a. Since the absorption resonance point is determined by the
ratio t/A being a constant (where A is wavelength), a reduction in
thickness is reflected as an increase in resonance frequency.
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Figure 3.8. Georgia Tech flexible RAS performance.
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Figure 3.9. Reductions due to various carbonyle-iron-rubber flexible materials.

SECTION IV
CONCLUSIONS

The previous pages have reviewed research performed for U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station. The task was to evaluate
current RAS materials for their RCSR performance, especially in the mmW
spectral region. None of the current absorber company materials exhibited
capability to reduce solar load and thus IR radiation characteristics.
Only radar absorbing nets have shown any capability in the IR region of the
spectrum. Additional reports addressing RCSR material designs are listed
in Appendix II. Report No. 1 of Appendix III specifically addresses mmW
absorbers.
Results of an initial cost analysis of commercial absorber materials
served to eliminate paints and most multilayer composite structures for use
in low—cost field trials. These materials can offer appreciable reductions
(often in excess of 20 dB); however, their applications have historically
been directed to the aerospace industry, and thus, the structural materials
are often costly (a mmW Plessy paint was quoted at $125/pint). A second
consideration was that historically the absorber material manufacturers
have dealt in relatively small quantity and the cost reduction which comes
from volume production has not been realized.
To address the cost vs. effectiveness question, a figure of merit is
suggested. Effective materials are required to reduce the specular
monostatic return by a minimum of 10 dB. The figure of merit FCB =
(operational 10 dB reduction bandwidth in Gigahertz) x (peak reduction in
dB)/($ cost/sq.ft.). Thus, an absorber which gives 10 dB reduction over a
10 GHz bandwidth, with a peak reduction of 15 dB, at a cost of $5/sq.ft.
has an FCB .• 30. The range of FCB observed in this study was 3 to 400.
The material, identified as ENA, was judged to be the best overall and
mmW absorber. ENA withstands moisture; however, it is not extremely strong
and may crush under extreme weight. Other RAS absorbers were designed for
cm waves and performed well there. However, their mmW performance was
marginal at best. Further research in the area of RCSR materials should
include constituent property measurements and these are discussed in the
papers of Appendix I.
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MMW PERMITTIVITY MEASUREMENTS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
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Abstract
•

0

A network analyser at scold frequencies has
been assembled and used to obtain data on the
permittivity of window materials in I-, Ea-, and
D-bands at temperatures up to 550°C using a
closed, circular waveguide resonant cavity..

•

Many techniques have evolved at microwave
frequencies for the measurement of dielectric
properties and these include: slotted line,
reflectometers, closed cavities and free space
transmission or reflection (li . Due to the
reduction in the sample size and the problems
Inherent in sample preparation, sismW dielectric
measurements have often used optical techniques,
for example, open cavities. This paper presents
results of • closed multimode cylindrical cavity
which is shown to rival the accuracy of open
cavity techniques, and it is very useful in
performing elevated temperature measurements.
This resonant cavity method, as shown in Illigure 1,
utilizes • disk shaped sample that is placed in •
circular waveguide resonant cavity. The empty
resonant cavities are designed to support the
dominant TEnn circular vaveguide mode and produce
five or six resonances in any vaveguide band.
This assumes that the second lowest mode, 174
-01no
is not excited by the coupling iris and other
Irregularities. The measured resonant frequency
and quality factor, Q, with the sample in place
are used to calculate the dielectric constant and
loss tangent.

Two analytical models for the cavity are used
to calculate dielectric properties from measured
data. A parallel RLC circuit model is used to
describe the coupling between the cavity and the
measurement system, and a transmission-line mod el
is used to describe wave propagation inside the
cavity. The circuit model describes the cavity
behavior from an external viewpoint, and the
transmission-line model describes the internal
behavior.

(2)

b (wo) " 0,
which occurs when

wo " (LC) - k.

(3)

An observable resonance represents the
minimum, real admittance that can be observed when
the circuit is driven over real-valued frequencies.

The complex frequency can be determined from
the observable resonant frequency . and Q from

WO

•*

VO

(1

■

1

I

j II0

4Q

Quality factors are calculated from measured
data as the ratio of resonant frequency to the
• observed half-power bandwidths. For the constant
current source, the half-power frequencies wi and
w2 occur when

Theo

au.:

(1)

where w is any frequency in the complex plane.
Experimental measurements can only be obtained for
real frequencies, w • w, and an observable
resonance is defined to occur at the frequency wo
where

Introduction

The admittance of the equivalent
Is given by

+ jw C +

b (w2,1) • * I•
•

!

•

;

circuit

An ideal constant current source has infinite
internal impedance and does not load the
resonator , and the unloaded Q is given by

Ito

Qu •
W2
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(5)

V1

(6)
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the loaded Q, QL, and the
Q, QE are all shown in a Smith Chart

...loaded Q. Q u ,

e weeentation in Figure 2. The resonant
frequency, w o , and Qu are then interpolated from
the measured data of which Figure 3 is an example.
The measured resonant parameters are moat
accurately determined from a Smith Chart
representation of which Figure 2 is an example.

Reference
1. B. E. Sussey, "Measurement of 17 Properties
of Materials - A Survey," Proc. IEEE, Vol.
55, pp. 1046-1053, 1967.

The cascaded, short-circuited transmission
to solve
the
can be
used
line model
to
determine
the
problem
electromagnetic
dielectric constant and loss tangent. The
propagation and characteristic impedance for an
empty and dielectric-filled circular vaveguide,
respectively, are given by

as

-

(k: k!)%

2g ' winfeg

ad -

(k! c - kb%

(7)

wwied

(8)

•
2

The boundary conditions yield a modal equation
Zs tanos t s -Zd tanOdtd

(9)

Measurements
For room temperature measurements, the mmW
network analyser is first calibrated with three
known standards: short, offset short, and sliding
load. This calibration is done to remove
systematic source mismatch, directivity, and
frequency scaling errors. A set of resonant
frequencies and Q'a is then determined for the
empty cavity by stepping the phase-lock source in
small frequency increments and recording the
reflection coefficient. The same is done with the
dielectric sample in place and then the complex
permittivity is calculated.
This process is difficult to repeat at
elevated temperatures; therefore, a different
technique has been developed.
The cavity is
measured in an uncalibrated mode.
The raw
resonant data needs to be referenced to a detuned
short. To be properly referenced to a detuned
short it needs to be scaled by a complex scale
factor. To do the complex scaling the raw data is
fitted to a circle and the circle is scaled so
that the point of maximum reflection coefficient
equals The reference plane is then moved by
rotating the circle-fitted data so that it is
referenced properly to a detuned short. The
resonant frequency is determined from the scaled
data using Equation (2), and the Q is determined
using Equations (5) and (6). The complex resonant
frequency obtained from Equation (4) is used in
the modal Equation (9). By using an iterative
solution technique, the complex permittivity,
obtained for each measured sample. An example
of the final data is shown in Figure 4.

40
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Figure 1. Sketch of circular waveguide cavity configuration for
high-temperature dielectric measurements.

?
Figure 2. Idealize resonance circle on the Smith Chart admittance plot
with the half-power points for QL (loaded), Qu (unloaded),
and QE (external) quality factors.

Figure 3. Measured admittance locus for a dielectric sample at room
temperature for a 34.147 GHz resonance.

Figure 4. Dielectric properties of clear fused quartz at 35.2 GHz.
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RCS IMPULSE RESPONSE OF TARGETS 17TILIZING
FREQUENCY DOMAIN DATA
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the measurement aye tem
property of the target:

Abs tract
Measurements of the impulse response of
complex targets are described us ing frequency
domain data obtained in the compact range at
Georgia Tech.

11(w)

and a function which is a

) Et ( w)

(3)

Hmt(w)

where

Introduction

1 11 (0 • measurement aye tem transfer
function,

Advances in microwave instrumentation and
computers have aide possible accurate broadband
coherent scattering measurements and their digital
fast Fourier transform.
processing using the
demonstrated these
Hines and Stinehelfer 1 1
concepts with ANA measurements in broadband APC7rem coaxial components. Robinson, Weir, and Young
[2 I used similar concepts in conjunction with •
broadband bistatic horn configuration to make
measurements on metallic spheres and complex
dielectric targets such as rocks and bricks. More
recently, this latter technique has been used by
Cooks, Thompson, and Montgomery 1 3 )in the in-situ
measurement of dielectric constants. Because of
the versatility offered by both frequency and time
domain processing, these broadband concepts have
been applied to the measurement of the radar cross
section of complex targets in the compact range at

14(0 • target transfer function, and
Rmt(w) - measured transfer function.

A further complication is that the target
transfer function is a superposition of the
desired target return and background return:

Rt(w)

where

Rto(w)

Rtb ( w)

(4)

Rto (w ) • desired target return, •nd
Rtb ( w) = return with target removed
(background).

Georgia Tech.

With the target removed, the measured background
Theory

transfer function is given by:

The complex Fourier transform pair which
relates the frequency domain voltage transfer
function (i.e., the impulse response), H(w), and
the time domain voltage response, v(t), is given

Rmt(w)

by:

R(4a) exp(34at)dw , and

v(t)

v(t) ezp(-)0t)dt .

( 5)

•In an ideal measurement system, the background
signal is constant with time for any target with
similar mechanical support (i.e., Rmtb
Reel:),
ideally).
However, in • practical system the
background must be remeasured periodically and is
thus given a distinct notation relative to a
target.

(1)

2*

2(0) m

Rmtb( w ) • Rm(w ) Htb (w) •

(2)
The transfer function of the target is
related to the radar cross section, via the
following:

Broadband radar cross section measurements
ere primarily concerned with the measurement of
the frequency domain transfer function (impulse
response). The transfer function of either of the
simple systems depicted in Figure 1 can be
factored into a function which is • property of

0 (u)
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Cu) I

At o (01 2

(6)

1

2

The proportional ity function is found by the
measurement of • reference target whose radar

the frequency domain is typically applied for the
reduction of time sidelobes. A Banning window 15]
has been used in this effort as a tradeoff between
time sidelobes and resolution.

cross Section is known. Thus,

g

-

(0 / 'H r.(-) 1 2 .

(7)

The TPT is used to evaluate the required
transform given in Equations (1) and (2). A one
aided frequency to time domain transform is
performed. The final vol tage response must be
real and thus twice the real part is used.
of
the time domain
Frequently, the envelope
voltage is also useful. This is obtained •s the
absolute value of the complex voltage obtained
from only using positive frequencies.

The •phere is perhaps the most useful of reference
targets since the exact boundary value solution i•
known from the Mie aeries 1 4 I
Furthermore, the
• phere does not require a critical alignment.
However, a flat plate is often used since the
radar cross section of a flat plate greater than a
fey wavelengths in extent is easily calculated
from physical optics.

has an
An ideal broadband
measurement
infinitesimal frequency step and an infinite
bandwidth. Practical limitations imposed by the
measurement time and the computer memory require
that only • finite number of frequency data be
Typically, 512 up to 16D1 samples are
taken.
The
taken with the Georgia Tech ins trumentation.
frequency bandwidth i• limited by the radiating
system and microwave components. For the present
instrument•tion, data is taken between 2 and 18
GHz. The tradeoffs of bandwidth and :temple
density in the frequency domain are easily related
to resolution and maximum time (range)) in the time
domain. because of the Fourier relationship
between the frequency and time domain, the

Combining Equations (6) and (7) and using
Equations (3), (4) and ( 5), we find the final
result:

0(w)

■ or (w)

amt (

limr(w)

- Hut b(W)

lim rb(w) 1 .2 (8)

(Note that the subscript
distinguish
the
target
measurements. )

t and r clearly
and
ref erence

Thus the procedure for determining the
desired target return is:
(1)

Measure the frequency response without
the target present.
This background
measurement is denoted by: Riatb(w)•

(2)

Measure the frequency response with the
target present.
This measurement is
denoted by:
Ho t(w).

(3)

(4)

resolution of the bandlimited impulse response is
inversely related to the frequency bandwidth. As
a simple example, the impulse response function
resulting from bandlimited data is given by:

v(t)) ■ 2 O f cos (271 f o t)

(mtAf)

where

Repeat s tep one.
Thi s measurement is
denoted by: H or h(w)•
(Note that in a
good ins tr amentation system over short
periods of time this measurement may not
differ substantially from that in step
one.)
Repeat
• tep
two with
the
calibration
target
present.
measurement is denoted by: li or (w).

sin(vtlif)
(9)

(fh — f L ), and
f o ■ (fh •

f )/2,

• nd f
and fh are the low and high frequency
. t
Figure 2
illustrates this bandlimited
limi ts.
impulse function for the
case of a 2-18 his
bandwidth. Figure 3 also illustrates the voltage
when a Henning window is used.
If we use only
positive frequencies, the impulse response is
given by:

known
This

This procedure is fundamentally the same as
that used for CW RCS measurements. However, the
background a i gn al for a CW RCS measurement is
forced to zero using analog techniques. Equation
(8) can be used to make measurements at a
particular incidence and observation angle for
several frequencies or at a specific frequency for
aeveral incidence and observation angles.

v*(t)

t) Of sin(mtbf)
eap(j2rf o
(ettif)

where the superscript,
emphasis. Note that:

Data Processing
The use of only Equation (8) for processing
the RCS data does not take complete advantage of
the data.
In general, filtering
in both the
frequency and time domains are utilised.
In
particular, target returns are frequently isolated
in time (or space). This permits the use of pass

(10)

♦ , has been added for

2Re v* (t) ■ v(t) ,

(11)

and
+ 4(01 In 2 Of

sin (I t l f)
(xta)

band filters in the time (space) domain to extract
the target of interest. In order to maximise the
isolation of the time domain returns a filter in

47

(12)

3

erroneous) time range since the data is assumed
periodic because of the use of the UT. Note that
when reflections exterior to the target region are
small, the data need only be sampled according to
the maxim= extent of the target and not the
maximum range requirements.

This later result emphasizes that the absolute
value of the positive frequency transform yields
the modulation envelope. From Equation (12), we
note that the half power width of the impulse is
given by:

Atli • 0.88589/d f ,

(13)

Experimental Results

(14)

Broadband frequency measurements in the
compact range were taken from 2 to 18 CNz in 10 MHz
steps. The maximum unambiguous range is thus
beyond the path distance from the reflector feed to
the absorber wall behind the target zone. A block
diagram of the instrumentation i• shown in Figure
4. Note that a bistatic horn arrangement is used
which results in • bistatic angle of approximately
30.

and the null-to-null width is given by:

6 tnul 1

2 /df .

The time widths when the Henning window is used
are twice the widths of the uniform window. These
time widths are related to the one way distance in
free apace using:

t • 21./C ,

Figure 5 illustrates the bandlimited impulse
response envelope of a four foot length of a
metallic, ellipsoidal-like cross sectional
geometry which is approximately 22 inches deep and
The polarization is perpendicular
4 inches high.
The leading and trailing
to the narrow height.
edge of the target are clearly identifiable.
Figure 6 illustrates the resulting RCS of the
complete structure. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate
the RCS of the filtered leading and trailing edges
of the target.

(15)

where I. is the one way path length and C is the
velocity of light (11.80285 inch/nsec). Using
Equations (13) and (1 5) yields the spatial
resolution f or a given bandwidth:

eL

—

A

(16)

2
As an example, the half power spatial resolution
for 2-18 Caiz frequency data is 0.32 7 inches when a
rectangular window is used.

Concl us ions
Measurement of the impulse response of
complex targets have been demonstrated to yield
valuable diagnostic results for complex targets.
These results can be used in both evaluation as
well as experiments for the control of RCS levels.

The combination of limiting the bandwidth and
the nusber of samples is to limit the frequency
step size. The uncertainty principle for the FFT
states that the time increment (not resolution)
and frequency step are related via:
At Of

N- I

(17)
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beyond the maximum time into the displayed (and
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MILLIMETER COMPLEX PERMITTIVITY AND
PERMEABILITY BY OPEN CAVITY RESONATOR
AND WAVEGUIDE REFLECTOMETER
T. B. Wells, R. L. Moore, J. P. Montgomery,
and A. S. Dean

where for i

PART A

0, 1, 2

Yi
477i7i7w characteristic admittance
Si • sinh(Yiti Ci • cosh(Yiti
0i)

PARAMETRIC EVALUATION OF TEE FAIRY-PERM
INTERFEROMETER IN MILLIMETER
PERMITTIVITY AND PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENTS
T. B. Wells

with t o ■ d-t1-t2 the length of free space between
the sample surface and the spherical mirror. The
Oi are phase corrections arising from the finite
curvature of the spherical mirror and are functions
of 10 ,t o ,ti,t2,n1, and n2 obtained by matching
boundary conditions for modal wave functions at
each interface. The Yi are given by

Georgia Institute of Technology
Engineering Experiment Station
ECSL/EME

Abstract for Part A
The determination of an unknown material's
complex permittivity (c) and permeability (u) by
means of direct measurements of the frequency and Q
of resonances of an open resonator containing the
sample is described.

2rni
Yi

f , mi

4771-, f .0 frequency

indicative of the fact that the resonant modes are
longitudinal. The above expression holds for
fundamental modes, those with zero radial and
azimuthal quantum numbers, and for samples thin
relative to the length of the cavity (for which the
phase at the planar sample surface is nearly
constant corresponding to normal plane wave
incidence). By choosing the radius "a" of the
spherical mirror for a Fresnel Zone Number of (or
about) one, the ratio of losses in the fundamental
mode to other modes is sufficiently large to
preclude further consideration of them. A related
restriction on the radius of the flat mirror and
sample is meretorious but inessential allowing a
single sample to be used in multi-band measure■ ents.

Introduction
Open resonators comprised of a spherical
mirror of radius of curvature R o and a movable flat
mirror located a nominal distance d
R 0/2, the
focal length of the spherical mirror, from it are
considered. Such resonators will be denoted "semiconfocal" in distinction to confocal resonators
consisting of spherical mirrors separated by their
common radius of curvature. The device in
fabrication will provide separate spherical mirrors
for waveguide bands Ka, V, W, D, and F with each
mirror being mounted at a predetermined distance
above the movable flat mirror. The design provides
for implementation of all bands from Ka to F. The
input and output coupling is by separate irises in
and waveguide connections to the spherical mirror.
Since the sample is to be placed on the flat
mirror, locating the irises in the spherical mirror
rather than flat mirror has the decisive advantage
that the sample has minimal effect on the direct
:oupling of the '
. Further, the field
incident on the sample is essentially a plane wave
always. The flat mirror is movable to provide the
,ption of resonant frequency or resonant length
:uning as appropriate to the micrometer precision
and source tuning characteristics for different
)ands. It is well known that the semi-confocal
geometry supports high Q normal modes whose spatial
!xtent is restricted by caustic surfaces as
illustrated in Figure 1 [1,2).

For real samples end cavities the solutions of
Equation (1) are complex frequencies. The
observables are the measured (real) resonant
frequency and Q of the resonance which is inversely
proportional to the loss and to the imaginary part
of the resonant frequency. Since complex E and p
are unknowns, determination of the complex
resonance frequency of a given mode for a given
sample configuration is not sufficient. A second
independent measurement is needed. This requires a
different sample configuration. A convenient pair
of measurements was anticipated in the use of two
layer samples in Figure 1 and Equation (1). For a
two-layer sample composed of a known and preferably
low-loss substrate material and the unknown
material, independent measurements are made (1)
with the substrate against the flat mirror and (2)
with the unknown against the flat plate. Other
configuration pairs involving different substrate
provide independent
and/or sample thick
measurements. (In a confocal resonator, measurements of modes even and odd about the center plane
are independent.)

Principles of Operation
The condition for • resonance of the meal:onfocal open resonator of length d containing a
wo layer sample with layer 1 of thickness t1
!butting material 2 of thickness t2 which is
Lgainst the flat mirror is:

The two independent measurements yield a pair
of complex coupled transcendental equations. In
special cases these can be uncoupled but no notable
purpose is served thereby. The general solution is
by iterative search of a restricted complex parsmeter space. Previous resonant materials measure-

0 ■ Y2 C2(YICISeY 0 SIC 0 ) ♦ YIS2(Y0C1CeY1SISo)
(1)
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.

j
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ments have utilized thin single layer samples and
have obtained simple expressions for c in terms of
the measured quantities. The determination of E
and v does not require thin samples, save relative
to the resonator length, and is not simple, merely
tractable.

Relative sensitivity of vaveguide reflectometer and
designed open resonator operating in Ka-band with a
lossy 10 mil thick sample taken to have c - 7.00,
6 4 .037, v 4 0.75, 6 • 0.267.
E
v

There are various corrections to the
experimentally determined complex resonant
frequencies which must be made before these can be
used as above to determine t and v . The largest
and most apparent of these is the correction for
the measured Q of the empty cavity. Equation (1)
is derived with the assumption of perfect mirrors
and is without diffraction looser' or input-output
coupling losses. The finite admittance of good
mirrors and the small fundamental mode diffraction
and input-output coupling losses of a sensibly
designed open resonator can be treated as •
perturbation well accounted for by subtracting
these losses, empty cavity inverse Q, from the
inverse Q measured for the samples. The empty
cavity Q must be interpolated to the sample
resonant frequency. A curvature correction to the
sample thickness is also made.

Part A References

The limiting errors as always in millimeter
material measurements are those of sample
preparation. The open resonator compares favorably
with cavity and vaveguide measurements in that the
radius of the sample is not critical. However, the
sample thickness must be known precisely and the
sample faces must be flat and parallel. The system
specific errors can be largely ameliorated by empty
cavity measurements and tuning of mirror alignment
and by network analyzer corrections for the direct
coupling between irises, etcetera.
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rigure 1. Schematic of semi -confocal resonator containing a
two-layer sample. Dotted lines indicate the caustic
surface and the virtual image of the upper mirror.

Open Resonator

E

D. E. McCumber, "Eigenmodes of a Symmetric
Cylindrical Confocal Laser Resonator and
Their Perturbation by Output-Coupling
Apertures," Bell System Technical Journal,
pp. 333-363, February 1965.
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Table I

6

2.

CAUSTIC
SURFACE

An indication of the sensitivity of the open
resonator compared to the vaveguide reflectometer
is provided by Table I which illustrates the change
in the measured resonance properties or reflection
for independent variations of t and v of around
32. The predicted change in reflection is in no
-Arse measurable. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the
-nsitivity of the designed semi-confocal cavity in
e measurement of pure dielectrics (free-space
permeability). Note that the change in the
resonant length is independent of the dielectric
loss factor except in the limit of very lousy
materials. Figure 4 is a preliminary measurement
of an empty cavity resonance at K-band which
validates the signal level to noise floor.
Frequency shifts and line broadening arising from
material samples in the cavity have been observed.
These have not been quantified as the present
"quick" set-up is not well aligned.

AT(Q)

A. L. Cullen and P. K. Tv, "The Accurate
Measurement of Permittivity by Means of an
Open Resonator," Proceedings Royal Society
London A 325, pp. 493-509, (1971).
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PARTS

Figure 2. Resonant lengths and 3 dB widths versus Imaginary
part of sample permittivity for W-band cavity design.
Various sample thicknesses are considered for • fixed
real relative permittivity of 7 and free-space
permeability.

BROADBAND mmW PERMITTIVITY AND
PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENTS
R. L. Moore, J. P. Montgomery, T. B. Wells,
and A. S. Dean
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Abstract
A network analyzer at mmW frequencies has been
assembled and used to obtain data on permittivity
and permeability of absorbers in K- and Ka-bands.
Measured permittivity and permeability have been
used to successfully predict free space reflection
coefficients.

a

a

As

J
Im4.1

•

Introduction

LO

Figure 3. Resonant lengths and 3 dB widths versus Imaginary
part of sample permittivity for W-band cavity design.
Various dielectric constants are considered all with
free-space permeability.

Waveguide reflectometer techniques have been
utilized at cm wavelengths to characterize the
constitutive electromagnetic properties of
materials in the frequency [1) and time domains
[2). A network analyzer for mmWirequencies has
been assembled by using a Scientific-Atlanta 1783
receiver under computer control. The system is
calibrated using • fixed short, an offset short and
a sliding waveguide load. The general measurement
of permittivity and permeability requires two
independent measurements. Previously these have
been a short, where the material is placed in •
region of high magnetic field, and an offset short,
• high electric field condition. This procedure is
limited to single frequency measurements. The
present technique uses a waveguide short and load
to extend measurements to waveguide bandwidths.
The technique is easily applied to account for
dielectric substrates on which a thin sample may be
mounted.
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analyzer illustrated in Figure 2. Figures 3-5
ahoy the permittivity and permeability of •
commercial absorber material and the comparisons of
measured and predicted free space reflection
coefficient. Good agreement between measured and
predicted data are shown when the variation in the
material thickness over the surface is considered.

Theory
The measurement procedure is based upon the
admittance relationships measured at the various
terminal planes defined in Figure 1. The input
admittance, Yi n , is given by the following
relations (aee Figure 1)
Y12coah(Yit1) • Yisinh(Yiti)
Yin

Y01 ' Yli

Acknowledgement: This work was supported under
Contract F33657-82-6-0077 with the Selvoir R
and Development Center, Ft. 8elvoir, Virginia.
Dr. J. W. Bond served as technical monitor.

Y2cosh(Yiti) • Y12sinh(Yltl) )
(1)
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and

Y23 " Y3 coth(Y3t3)

where

Yi -j YiNi/ki,
Yi a (n/a) 2 • ki)1/2 ,
2r/X0

ki

•

Ni • tqi/Pi • No,
No

■

Y3

■

F

(120 7 )-1 , and

to

known terminal admittance.
OR

If two known load conditions are utilized,
relations can be derived to solve for Y1 and NI
independently for • known dielectric substrate
(Y2). These equations are:
2 CY - AG'Y'
12
Y1 ■
12
1 - A

•

AIR

UNKNOWN
MATERIAL

AIR
DIELECTRIC
SUBSTRATE

(4)
Figura 1. illative patties of terminal planes.

and tanh(Yjtj)

where

A

■

(C
Y12 )
Yj
y2 - G y
12
1
-

(5)

1 - Ro C ' Yin/Yino
1 • R

• prime variable indicates a second load condition.
and R is the measured voltage reflection
coefficient referenced to the terminal plane.
From Equation (4) one derives tihil and
Equation (5) yields Y1 a to . The complex
permittivity and permeability immediately follow.
Measurements
Though three separate load conditions have
been utilised: (1) a flush short, (2) an offset
short, and (3) vaveguide load, • pairvise
comparison of measurements indicates • flush short
and load combination will yield the more accurate
results. Measurements have been wade in C-Ka bands
using • commercial network analyser and the mmW

Pigure 2. Roll 5-parameter test facility.
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ABSORBER REPORTS
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DTIC AD No.
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Measurements

AFWAL-TR-83-1213

Secret - SNTK

2.

1980 Radar Camouflage
Symposium

AFWAL-TR-81-1015

Secret

3.

1975 Radar Camouflage
Symposium

AFWAL-TR-75-100

Secret

4. Rotor Hub Glint
Reduction

ADC013047

Secret

5. Magnetic RAM Technology

ADCO21994

Secret

6. Passive Countermeasures
for Tactical Battlefield
Systems

ADCO30734

Secret

7. Hybrid RAM Structures

ADC009841

Secret

